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Flexoplast

1. What’s PCR and how does
it connect with sustainability?
If you’re a brand-owner that’s been using flexible packaging (plastics) for the last
few years, you’ve probably thought about sustainability. And if your brand has
been in the spotlight at any point, you’ve probably already been confronted with
Packaging Sustainability to some extent. Whether through increased consumer
awareness or Europe’s increased regulations: the closer we get to 2025 the
more important it’ll be to have an answer.
This whitepaper seeks to provide the answer to sustainable packaging. The answer we’re talking
about is “PCR”: a flexible packaging film made from Post-Consumer Recycled Polyethylene.
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Management Summary
The following pages highlight a deep dive in PCR Packaging.We cover why
it’s getting more popular, what it really is, and how it compares to other
options. To give you a clear picture of what to expect, we’ll share the key
takeaways briefly:

» PCR is a type of Packaging film that’s been made
from recycled Post-Consumer Waste. After being
discarded by the consumer, it’s been recycled and
re-entered in the packaging stream to be used once
more. It doesn’t get more sustainable than this.
» Because PCR contains recycled material it’s a direct
answer to many future regulations. And because
PCR films are designed to be recyclable again, they
play just as well with regulations that require fully
recyclable packaging.
» PCR films are strong add-ons to prime PE. Our
Flex-R 55 film (consisting of 55% PCR PE) matches
a prime film’s production benefits, and normally
requires no changes to your machine settings.
» Best of all: pricing for PCR is very competitive. Our
Flex-R 35 PCR film currently has an almost identical
purchasing price compared to our LDPE film.
And just as important: any brand-owner currently
using flexible packaging can simply continue to use
their existing machinery. Unlike other sustainable
alternatives (cardboard/ carton) that require
completely new machinery, continued use of your
existing machinery will save you millions of dollars.
» This competitiveness is just as true for branding.
Aside from enabling new marketing possibilities
due to the use of more sustainable packaging, the
packaging’s look and feel is almost identical to prime
films when using Flex-R 55 or less PCR.
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Framework.
Setting the stage: Packaging Regulations and
Timelines

Back in 2015,1 the EU presented an ambitious new plan: the
Circular Economy Action Plan. This plan would stimulate
Europe’s transition towards a circular economy. This circular
economy would also ‘close the loop’ of product lifecycles
through greater recycling and reuse, benefitting both the
environment and the economy.
popular, what it really is, and how it compares to other options. To give you a clear picture of what

Likely partly influenced by China’s decision to ban imports of foreign recyclable
material, Brussels shocked the world with an ambitious Europe-wide strategy on
Plastics in 2018.2 By 2025 certain single-use plastics (cutlery, straws, shopping bags)
would be completely banned, and by 2030 all plastic packaging used will be fully
recyclable. This announcement caused a shockwave within the entire packaging
chain, supercharging sustainability projects at producers, collectors and recyclers
alike.

And since then regulations haven’t sat idly by,
with the Plastic Pact gaining momentum and
by now being almost fully embraced by many
countries within the EU3. This pact sets forth
that by 2025 all produced single use plastics will
contain as much recycled content as possible,
but at least have 35% of their total produced
plastics be from recycled sources.
In the following section we will take a deepdive into wat PCR actually is and how it is
possibly an answer to the plastic pact. If your
brand is not using PCR at this moment, then
the following section will show itself to be very
useful and will explain why 2025 is an important
year for you.
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PCR Explained

2. PCR Explained: Specifcations and
Attributes
Within packaging PCR generally stands for Post-Consumer Recycled material, a
special kind of material that’s been made from Post-Consumer Waste that has
been thrown away, gathered, cleaned, regrained, and re-extruded. In this case the
material that’s been recycled is Polyethylene. When discussing PCR, it’s often
standard practice to include the percentage of PCR in the total film. Most PCR
products are still at least partially made from freshly produced Polyethylene films,
also called ‘prime’ or ‘virgin’ films. The reason for this is simple: the higher the
percentage of PCR in the film, the more noticeable the effects this recycled film
has on the product.

This reason also makes it hard to answer
stand-alone questions like:
» How will this PCR material run on my machines’,
» ‘How will this PCR material impact my brand’s packaging
design’
» Or ‘How much does this PCR material cost’

At the end of the day
even the best recycling
company will still have
traceable
amounts
of dilution in their
recycling streams.

As all of the questions above are directly
dependent on the ratio between prime and
PCR material, the answer would initially always
be ‘it depends’. Packaging that’s made from
large amounts of PCR (75%+) will definitely
have noticeable effects: at the end of the day
even the best recycling company will still have
traceable amounts of dilution in their recycling
streams. This is why films made from 100%
PCR will always have tints or inefficiencies.
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And aside from surprisingly good performance the
sustainable benefits are impressive: the reuse of
materials cuts down on the use of fossil materials.
Furthermore, the recycling process has a lower
carbon footprint compared to the production of
prime PE films (which is already very low compared
to carton, glass and aluminum!).
And last but certainly not least, every kg of waste
that can be turned into PCR, is a kg less plastic for
our environment to deal with.

Headline
Recycable?
Concentration?

Flex-R 35

Flex-R 55

Flex-R 100 (beta)

Yes

Yes

Yes

35% PCR – 65 %
prime LDPE

55% PCR – 45 %
prime LDPE

100% PCR.

No adjustments
from prime LDPE.

Packaging
Machine
runability

Slightly increased
shrink tunnel
temperature.

Higher shrink tunnel
temperature.
Change in mechanical
specification.
Lower expected output.

No mayor difference
from prime LDPE.

Light grayish tint.

Dark grayish tint, with
minor inefficiencies and

Perfect, same as
prime LDPE.

Perfect, same as
prime LDPE.

Reasonably good.

No mayor difference
from prime LDPE.

Small differences
in gloss and print
consistency.

Small differences in gloss
and print consistency.

No mayor difference
from prime LDPE.
Perfect, same as prime
LDPE.

Visual & Optics
Sealing
Flexo print
optics
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3. Adopting PCR: less
intimidating than it sounds
So far we’ve set the stage, and explained what PCR really
means. We’ve shared our experiences when it comes to
PCR’s performance, but also illustrated it’s sustainable
benefits.You want to believe, but are still rightfully skeptical.
But as we’ve also said: the clock is ticking. If you’re a European
brand owner that uses flexible packaging you’ll have to start
moving towards greener pastures sooner rather than later.

And there are very few competitors for PCR
Polyethylene within flexible packaging. Paper
is often touted as the sustainable future, but
aside from this being debatable due to its
carbon footprint, it’s also just a very different
product that serves an entirely different use.
So that leaves us with carton, a type of
packaging that can weigh up to 500 times as
much per packaged product, takes up much
more volume in m2 space, and will also require
you to completely replace your current
packaging machinery.

How much effort is it to
‘PlasticPact proof’ my
company’s packaging?
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To top it all off carton requires more
energy and water to produce, even
when compared to prime PE films,
causing PCR to blow carton out of the
water in this regard.

Adopting PCR

A Painless Switch?
And while many of the reservations above
will only be solvable with your own testing,
in our experience the answer is luckily pretty
simple: Flexoplast has been able to keep the
performance of PCR materials close to that
of prime materials (provided you keep the
ratio manageable), making the switch rather
painless. Especially for the brand-owners that
are currently using prime PE films, a 50% (or
lesser) PCR film can almost be considered a
‘plug and play’ substitute in our experience.

We’ve seen customers switch from
prime polyethylene to PCR and be
able to keep producing with the
exact same parameters. In the lower
ratios this goes for the production
parameters, but is just as accurate for
the purchasing costs or marketing’s
product demands: it’s only once you
start looking at the higher PCR%
films that Production, Purchasing and
Marketing will truly have to be aware
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Consumer Minded Packaging

4. Consumer Minded Packaging: just
as possible with PCR
While PCR is an ideal packaging innovation for tackling the law’s stricter
regulations, it’s just as important for your packaging to face the continuingly
increasing demands of consumers.
Excellent machine properties, combined with high strength and flexibility are
essential to match these demands.
Thickness, additives and production parameters are only a few of many
variable that have to be carefully accounted for to keep your packaging
resilient and strong
And though valuable aesthetics and branding
packaging are just as valuable as a tool from a
marketing perspective. Because even in a world
where cars are driving themselves and orbital
satellites can provide global internet, studies
show 70% of consumer (grocery) purchase
decisions still happen at the shelves.4 Standing
out is more challenging than ever before, and
just one look at the crowded shelves shows
that slapping on a glossy ‘look at me’ design isn’t
going to do the trick anymore.
This makes high quality prints that much more
important in assisting the story that brands are
trying to tell.
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And when it comes to printing the choices
increase once more.There are several types of
printing, tons of different color combinations
within those types, and the ability to apply
primers and/or lacquer. When it comes to
printing types flexography definitely takes the
crown in possibilities due to its large amount
of available ink types.
Flexo printing also uses ‘sleeves’ or
‘plates’, which are more efficient
to produce, transport and recycle.
Regardless if they’re being compared
to gravure printing’s heavy cylinders, to
digital printing’s cartridges or to offset
printing’s single-use plates.
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Consumer Minded Packaging

Switching to PCR packaging is also futureproofing your
brand, as studies are repeatedly showing that the newer
generations of consumers actively prefer buying from
sustainable brands. Both Millennials and Generation Z have
more than 60% of respondents corroborate this, which is a
sweeping change when compared to the 34% of Generation
X or 23% of Baby Boomers5.

Enalbing your brand's story
Proper use of primers and lacquers can also assist
your brand’s story, for example through a matte
paper-touch lacquer that gives your product a
more rugged look and feel. Combine this with
PCR’s attributes (lowest carbon footprint, high
production output, fully recyclable and already
made from recycled material) and you start to
realize the possibilities for consumer minded
packaging.
Flexible Packaging’s high amount of packaging
facing also lends itself more for brand
communication and differentiation. After all,
accounting for the amount of regulatory text
that has to be shown, the remaining amount of
printing space can form a branding challenge for
packaging options that don’t offer full 360°C
prints like Flexibles.
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Switching to PCR packaging is also futureproofing
your brand, as studies are repeatedly showing
that the newer generations of consumers actively
prefer buying from sustainable brands. Both
Millennials and Generation Z have more than
60% of respondents corroborate this, which is a
sweeping change when compared to the 34% of
Generation X or 23% of Baby Boomers.
So as these generations are entering the
workforce and this leaves the question, will you
beat your competitors to the sustainable punch,
or be one of the companies left holding the bag?

Facts

Did you know that shelving
still makes an crucial impact on
consumer choice? 70% of consumer
(grocery) purchase decisions still
happen at the shelves.

Standing out is more
challenging than ever
before, and just one look
at the crowded shelves
shows that slapping on a
glossy ‘look at me’ design
isn’t going to do the trick
anymore.
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Case Study

5.Case Study: making
success together
Closing the loop is no easy task, and fulfilling this goal
requires teamwork all along the value chain. Recyclers
are hugely important, as we work together with them to
ensure our Packaging is optimized for recycling. But just as
important is the product they return: only through careful
collaboration from all sides can we guarantee the required
raw material quality needed for producing PCR films.
From an application point of view we have to move our sights to a different part
of the value chain. At the end of the day the final decision regarding packaging
material is still in the brand-owner’s hands. Even with PCR, where the switch can
be relatively painless when coming from prime films, the brand-owner still has to
be onboard. Once this realization is there switching can be surprisingly simple.
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Case study

As one of the largest family-ran breweries in the Netherlands this customer is very
aware of its footprint. And as a family company they want to hand over the reins
to future generations in a positive way. One of these ways is sustainability, which is
why the company is actively working towards being fully circular. Within this circular
approach packaging is currently one of their core pillars. Of course it wasn’t always like
this: circularity has really made big strides in the last decade.

Back in 2018 they started testing with PCR, initially doing this through their supplier of unprinted
films. Thanks to a positive experience with our printed prime films they also invited us to demo our
FLEX R films. Stakeholders from production and marketing were also included, and through a series of
intensive tests we looked at run-ability, tear-ability and presentability.
Thanks to clear goals and a shared belief of PCR’s importance these tests went off without a hitch.
After testing for themselves they were convinced and made a phased switch within a very short 4
months! Sometimes a switch between prime films can already take longer, so the decisiveness with
which this project ran is testament to the brewery’s conviction.
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When companies like this set their strategy they
choose a supplier who shares their vision. Back then
PCR was just as new for us, so it really was a new
adventure for both companies. But thanks to a solid
and longstanding relationship the communication
was primed for success, which has resulted in a very
positive project. By now they exclusively use FlexR 50 for both their printed and unprinted flexibles.
Robert de Zwart
Senior Sales Manager at Flexoplast

Thanks to this conviction the brewery has already matched the Plastic Pact’s ambitions in 2020, and
thanks to Flex-R this was done without needing to reinvest in different production lines or packaging.
Because of this they have kept flexible packaging’s strong potential for branding and its competitive
pricing: aside from being more sustainable it’s business as usual when switching to PCR.
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About us

6. About Flexoplast: Excellence in
flexible packaging
Flexoplast is a Netherlands-based packaging provider that was founded
in 1961. Since then we’ve been at the forefront of polyethylene-based
applications for decades.
Flexoplast has a strong European presence within the following segments:
•
Frozen Food
•
Beverage & Dairy
•
(Non-frozen) Food
•
Growing substrates
•
Industrial Applications.

We know excellent packaging is essential
for your own value proposition as a
competitive brand, which is why every
single employee at Flexoplast stands
behind our commitment to “Exceed
expectations in Flexible Packaging”. We
honor this commitment with our value
pack: partnership, performance and
premium quality packaging.
Tangible benefits of this value pack are
our short lead times, beautiful packaging
prints and recent cutting-edge packaging
innovations. Our printed monofilms can
have a lead time of as little as two weeks.
But speed doesn’t have to impede quality:
our flexo prints have proven to be top of
the line during the EFTA Benelux’s 2019
Flexo Awards, where we won the gold
medal in our “Flexo print on film/wide”
segment.

Flexoplast's factory in Wieringwerf
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Wietse van den
Bosch
Managing Director

Sustainable development is
critical to a better future.
At Flexoplast, continued
improvement is in our DNA
this has led to Flex-R’s
revolutionary advancements
in PCR.
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And last but definitely not least our
new Flex-R product line is home to the
cutting-edge Flex-R 100: a shrink film
that’s made from 100% Post-Consumer
Recycled PE. Despite being made from
100% PCR this film can be as thin as
50 microns, allowing us to improve
sustainability both through reduction and
reuse.
Center of Excellence
Our two Centers of Excellence in
Wieringerwerf (Extrusion) and Harlingen
(Printing, Converting) offer state-of-the-art
machinery and products. By combining these
Centers of Excellence we can fulfill your full
packaging chain as one supplier. This is more
efficient in pricing, as there are less suppliers
adding their own markup. It also leads to
less environmental impact, as the packaging
travels less during its production process. And
reducing the steps isn’t just efficient, it also
leads to transparent traceability and excellent
quality control.

The examples mentioned are but just a few
of our competitive advantages. And it shows:
Flexoplast’s customers are some of the most
loyal customers in the industry. We’ve seen
a near zero customer churn rate in the last
3-year period, and have had 64% of our total
customers with us for more than 8 years.
This is the result of an unmatched focus on
long term value chain partnerships. And
with this focus we’ve been able to achieve
breakthroughs in performance and sustainable
values alike.

Flexoplast's Flex-R quality mark
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CSR

7. Corporate Social Responsibility
As a company that’s just a stone’s throw away from the UNESCO
World Heritage Wadden Sea, we’re very aware of our environmental
footprint. Together with our partners we are constantly finding new
sustainable breakthroughs for our product range. But at Flexoplast
we also believe there is more to sustainability then just the products.
We take our Corporate Social Responsibility seriously which means
we:
» Are actively reducing our Carbon Footprint (CO2). By far the biggest reduction
in our footprint has been the decision to only source Green Energy and gas.
Combining the output from our Centers of Excellence, this has been calculated
to be an average yearly CO2 reduction of 8.775.249 kg (88,74 %) when compared
to non-green sources! And we’re far from done yet, which is why we’re in the
progress of swapping out all of our lighting to LED, and replacing specific technical
installations with more energy efficient replacements. Our continued focus on this
reduction has led to Flexoplast’s plastic packaging being the clear winner in lifetime
CO2 output, when compared to Carton, Glass or Canned Packaging.
» Are reusing an industry-leading 99% of production waste. We also try to use our
energy as efficiently as possible. One of the biggest energy losses is often waste:
it gets discarded and in some continents even ends up as public waste (especially
bad for plastics). Luckily, the EU is incredibly rigorous in its waste processing. And
with European rivers being responsible for only 0,28% 6 of the total plastic waste in
oceans worldwide, it seems to be working.
 		
The secret behind 99% re-use? Our Extrusion Center has its own inhouse
regranulation station, which can directly turn 1/3rd of our production waste into
reusable Resin. Through extrusion we can turn this Resin into PE once more, or sell
it as a raw material to others. The majority of remaining waste is sold to dedicated
recycling companies, who collect, shred and reuse the material. 			
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CSR

» Have joined Rethink as an active member. Rethink is a joint initiative of the plastic producingand processing industry in the Netherlands. The goal of this initiative is to reduce, reuse, recycle,
redesign and renew plastic packaging. By combining our forces throughout the value-chain we can
achieve more than as an individual company.
» Have registered with Operation Clean Sweep. Operation Clean Sweep is a global initiative to
prevent residual waste and litter. Having registered means we’ve made a commitment to prevent
waste (both plastic- and general waste) in- and around our production sites.

We firmly believe there is a future where sustainability
and plastics go together hand-in-hand. And through
our continued focus and great partnerships we aim
to continue developing innovations that exceed our
customer’s expectations and reduce our impact on
the environment. Join us in our journey to a fully
sustainable world with Flexoplast’s Post-Consumer
Recycled Packaging.
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Contact
Flexoplast B.V.
Address:
Industrieweg 1
8861 VH Harlingen
Contact:
P: +31 517 432626
F: +31 517 432643
www.flexoplast.nl
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